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A charming introduction to ten of baby's best-loved animals, featuring high contrast black-and-white

patterns. A glittering burst of colored foil brings a vivid splash of color to every page. These stunning

book will captivate sparkly little babies everywhere!
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'Ideal for teaching tiny tots of the world around them, this vivid book introduces ten animals and

corresponding sounds in simple, direct language ... perfect for grabbing the attention of little ones'

Maternity & Infant --Tiger Tales

Smriti Prasadam has been a children's writer and editor for more than ten years and has written

several children's books, including the bestselling Jingle Jangle Jungle, illustrated by Axel Scheffler.

Smriti lives in Richmond-upon-Thames. Emily Bolam has illustrated over a hundred books for

children by many different authors, including Georgie Adams, Vivian French and Francesca Simon.

Emily lives and works in Brighton.

I purchased this book for my new granddaughter because little infants first can see the high contrast

of black and white. (check with pediatricians to verify the truth of this.) At about 5 weeks old, I began

to show her the book by holding it about 8-12 inches from her face (the distance at which they see



best) and allowing her to focus on the page. She immediately looked at the picture on one side of

the book and stared at it intently for about 15-20 seconds. She had a serious look on her face like

she was studying it. (I wish I knew what she was thinking!) Every day for the next two weeks while I

was visiting her, I showed her the book, changing the pages every so often. She focused her eyes

on the book and attended to the picture, so I knew she was interested in it. I was pleased that I had

purchased it. Her mom and dad continue to show her the pictures and to "read" her the book by

naming the animals and giving the animal sounds. As she grows, she will be ready learn the names

of the animals and their sounds. It is a book for very young babies and older babies too. I like that it

is a board book that she will be able to hold and look at herself when she gets older,I would

definitely recommend this book for purchase.

This little black and white board book has an interesting introduction to colors. Each page has a

small shape, each a different color, near the black and white images. The shapes are shiny and

reflective l believe to help catch baby's attention. It's lovely and the pages are excellent print quality.

Let me just say that I love this book and so does my 2 month old. She is very attracted to the

pictures...much more so than many of her other books...and will even follow the book if I move it

around. I love the animal sounds and the pictures. I think I like Hello, Bugs a little more...but am very

happy with this one.I didn't take away any stars for this...but I AM disappointed with the condition of

this book. I purchased a NEW book from an  seller and this one came in terrible shape. The cover

and the spine are very worn and it looks like it has been used before (scuff marks all over it and

worn at the edge of the pages). I'm still keeping it...we like the book and realistically it will look like

this after we use it for a while anyway once the little one starts holding and playing with the books

herself...but it IS disappointing to have a book start out that way when it's supposed to be new. I

should have saved several dollars and bought a used copy...I would have if I had known this was

what a "new" book would look like. It was shipped in a bubble wrap envelope...so I do not believe

the damage happened in transit.But the book itself if wonderful...I highly recommend.

This is an adorable book of baby animals rendered in black and white, with color foil elements

adding a bit of sparkle/shimmer. The board book appears to be well made and the artwork is

consistent with the cover image. I purchased this as a gift for my niece who is expecting her first

child. It was a hit at the baby shower and my other niece's 8 week old son loved it. He has a similar

black and white book that he adores.



Baby loves Hello Bugs and we read it every day so I thought I'd add a little variety and purchase this

other book by the same author. A total winner!! My 6-month-old LOVES these books. They catch his

attention like no other books we own (and we have quite a few books). :)

A colleague's brand-new baby loves this book, because her young eyes enjoy all the patterns and

textures, they engage her interest. Young babies can't see color too well, but love to be entertained;

they obviously appreciate the book's playful patterns and cute faces. You can't start young ones on

books too soon, and this is a cheerful, high-quality way to begin the reading journey... Enjoy!

Great book for our newest one. She absolutely loved the black and white high contrast images, she

was simply ecstatic and captivated by artwork. I just love that it has a splash of shiny color on each

of the pages to transition when baby will be more aware of colors.

Our baby girl was 3 weeks old when we introduced this book series to her. It was so cool to see her

actually focus on the book! It is easy to hold and turn the pages, even while breastfeeding. The

book is lightweight and very strong. I would definitely recommend the series for babies under 3

months but I have a feeling our daughter will like these even when she her vision improves. Great

pictures and easy reading! I'm thankful books of this quality exist as most we came across were too

advanced and larger so it made it more difficult to read and hold her at the same time.
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